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Cima
Established in 1919, the CIMA offers an internationally-respected management
qualification. This practice and revision kit is designed for paper 13 of stage 4 of
the 2000 CIMA professional examinations in management accountancy. Taking into
account time pressures, the kit covers the exam syllabus - as applied to the
requirements of the exam itself, and where possible, highlights key examinable
topics.

Cima Official Learning System Test of Professional Competence
in Management Accounting
CIMA Official Learning Systems are the only textbooks recommended by CIMA as
core reading. Written by the CIMA examiners, markers and lecturers, they
specifically prepare students to pass the CIMA exams first time. Fully updated to
reflect the 2010 syllabus, they are crammed with features to reinforce learning,
including: - step by step coverage directly linked to CIMA's learning outcomes fully revised examples and case studies - extensive question practice to test
knowledge and understanding - integrated readings to increase understanding of
key theory - colour used throughout to aid navigation * The Official Learning
systems are the only study materials endorsed by CIMA * Key sections written by
former examiners for the most accurate, up-to-date guidance towards exam
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success * Complete integrated package incorporating syllabus guidance, full text,
recommended articles, revision guides and extensive question practice

Cima Ba1 Fundamentals of Business Economics Study Text
A CPA exam guide written specifically for international students The US CPA
qualification exam is the most popular professional accounting qualification not
just in the United States, but around the world as well. As international testing
centers open across the globe, increasing numbers of non-American students are
taking the exam, but lack a study resource written specifically for them. Author
Stephanie Ng passed the exam in less than a year and operates a popular exam
test-prep website at IPassTheCPAExam.com. In How to Pass the CPA Exam, Ng
explains her techniques and study tactics specifically for students outside the
United States. A comprehensive and practical study guide for CPA exam students
outside the United States Written by the operator of a highly popular test-prep
website for international students Includes practical and effective test-prep
resources Packed with smart advice presented from an international perspective,
How to Pass the CPA Exam is a must for international students preparing for the
test.

Management and Cost Accounting
Cima Ba3 Fundamentals of Financial Accounting Study Text
BPP Learning Media's Study Text for TOPCIMA will help you pass CIMA's Test of
Professional Competence in Management Accounting case study exam. In
preparing the Text we have taken note of past papers, questions put to the
examiners, the assessment methodology and previous case study exams.The key
to the case is to prepare and to practise. Prepare by working through this Study
Text before CIMA issues the pre-seen data. Later, practise with the BPP Learning
Media TOPCIMA Toolkit that is written around the real pre-seen data. The Toolkit
contains analyses and exercises to get you thinking, as well as a number of 'mock'
unseens to get you ready for the real thing

CIMA F3 Financial Strategy
The author outlines the syllabus and offers advice on how to apporach the exam as
a whole and the individual topics separately - Assessing the competitive
environment, Interacting with the competitive environment, Evaluation of options,
planning and appraisal and Implementation of strategic plans.

Business Law
BPP Learning Media provides comprehensive materials that highlight the areas to
focus on for your exams and complement the syllabus to increase your
understanding.

CIMA Exam Practice Kit Management Accounting Business
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Strategy
Examiners, lecturers and students know that practice is vital to exam success, so
why not test your knowledge with these useful books? * CIMA Q&A series
Management Accounting Information Strategy (FLIS) question papers and
suggested answers from May 2003 exam * Will provide a helpful guide to both
students and lecturers in preparing for examinations * Allows students to practice
answering exam questions plus gives invaluable help in exam technique

Management and Cost Accounting
This is the Student?s Manual to accompany the leading international textbook
Management and Cost Accounting by Colin Drury. Updated to correspond with the
6th edition of the textbook, it providers brief descriptions of the designated
questions in the main text and then gives detailed solutions to them. Together, the
main text and the Student?s manual form an ideal learning package. The problems
allow students to pursue topics in more depth and to concentrate on the
application of principles in management and cost accounting. The key topics are
covered in detail and provide a superb opportunity to practise answering exam
questions, many of which are taken from past papers of professional accountancy
bodies such as CIMA, ACCA, AAT, ICAEW and ICAI. This is the Student?s Manual to
accompany the leading international textbook Management and Cost Accounting
by Colin Drury. Updated to correspond with the 6th edition of the textbook, it
providers brief descriptions of the designated questions in the main text and then
gives detailed solutions to them. Together, the main text and the Student?s
manual form an ideal learning package. The problems allow students to pursue
topics in more depth and to concentrate on the application of principles in
management and cost accounting. The key topics are covered in detail and provide
a superb opportunity to practise answering exam questions, many of which are
taken from past papers of professional accountancy bodies such as CIMA, ACCA,
AAT, ICAEW and ICAI.

Pulp & Paper Europe
BPP Learning Media provides comprehensive materials that highlight the areas to
focus on for your exams and complement the syllabus to increase your
understanding.

Management Accounting Information Strategy May 2003 Exam
Questions and Answers
Accountancy
The 2008 edition of CIMA's Official Learning Systems has been written in
conjunction with the Examiner to fully reflect what could be tested in the exam.
Fully revised and now in 2 colour, paperback format, the 2008 Learning Systems
provide complete study material for the May and November 2008 exams This
edition maintains the popular loose-leaf format and contains: * Assessment of CIMA
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Matrix * Analysis of past cases * How to approach the TOPCIMA exam * topic
summaries * recommended reading articles from a range of journals * 2007 Q &
A's CIMA Learning Systmes are the only study materials endorsed and recomended
by CIMA * The Official Learning Systems are the only study materials endorsed by
CIMA * Updated to reflect the new assessment matrix with key sections written by
the case study writer * Complete integrated package incorporating TOPCIMA
guidance, advice on how to tackle the case study, and case study practice

CIMA E1 Managing Finance in a Digital World
Examiners, lecturers and students know that practice is vital to exam success, so
why not test your knowledge with these useful books? CIMA Q&A series
Management Accounting: Case Study Final Level (FLCS) question papers and
suggested answers from November 2002 Will provide a helpful guide to both
students and lecturers in preparing for examinations Allows students to practice
answering exam questions plus gives invaluable help in exam technique

CIMA Official Exam Practice Kit Financial Strategy
With a strong international focus, this text covers established and contemporary
issues within management and cost accounting. Drawing on the latest research
and surveys, the authors bring technical and theoretical concepts to life through
extensive use of real world examples and case studies.

How To Pass The CPA Exam
Management and Cost Accounting
HELPING YOU PREPARE WITH CONFIDENCE, AVOID PITFALLS AND PASS FIRST TIME
CIMA's Exam Practice Kits contain a wealth of practice exam questions and
answers, focusing purely on applying what has been learned to pass the exam.
Fully updated to meet the demands of the new 2010 syllabus, the range of
questions covers every aspect of the course to prepare you for any exam scenario.
Each solution provides an in-depth analysis of the correct answer to give a full
understanding of the assessments and valuable insight on how to score top marks.
- The only exam practice kits to be officially endorsed by CIMA - Written by leading
CIMA examiners, markers and tutors – a source you can trust - Maps to CIMA's
Learning Systems and CIMA's Learning Outcomes to enable you to study efficiently
- Exam level questions with type and weightings matching the format of the exam Fully worked model answers to facilitate learning and compare against your own
practice answers - Includes summaries of key theory to strengthen understanding

CIMA Intermediate Paper 4 Finance (IFIN)
BPP Learning Media provides comprehensive materials that highlight the areas to
focus on for your exams and complement the syllabus to increase your
understanding.
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Organisational Management
Includes no. 53a: British wartime books for young people.

CIMA Strategic E3, F3 & P3 Integrated Case Study
Examiners, lecturers and students know that practice is vital to exam success, so
why not test your knowledge with these useful books? * CIMA Q&A series
Management Accounting Fundamentals (FMAF) question papers and suggested
answers from May 2003 exam * Will provide a helpful guide to both students and
lecturers in preparing for examinations * Allows students to practice answering
exam questions plus gives invaluable help in exam technique

CIMA P3 Risk Management
Established in 1919, the CIMA offers an internationally-respected management
qualification. This study text is designed for paper 4 of stage 2 of the CIMA
professional examinations in management accountancy. Taking into account time
pressures, the guide covers the exam syllabus and, where possible, highlights key
examinable topics. It is designed to be self-contained, covering the whole syllabus,
and is revised in response to syllabus and legislative changes. revision kits, and
passcards - all available separately, and covering papers 1 to 16 from stage 1 up to
stage 4. Each study text is targeted at (and titled for) a specific paper of the CIMA
and includes the syllabus, guidance from the examining body cross-referenced to
the text, a review of relevant past papers, and a study checklist. Each topic is
covered in single-chapter study units, with introductions, study objectives and
summaries of key points. In addition, it includes a glossary of key technical terms,
and a detailed topic index for ease of reference.

Management Accounting-Performance Evaluation
Students of professional qualifications often work in the dark. Many take no formal
tuition and are often left to learn off the page. Many students learn the theory but
are unable to identify what the question requires. They miss marks they could, and
should have picked up for material they have spent precious time studying. They
fail exams they have the ability to pass. This book spotlights what examiners look
for and helps you ask, and answer, this key question – What exactly does the
examiner want? The book covers exam techniques, how to approach different
styles of question (such as CBA, essays, case studies) how to lay out your work,
etc. Written in a straightforward manner, this study buddy gets the point across
clearly without dumbing down important messages. Cartoons, illustrations and
mind-maps show you how you should be thinking, and what you should be doing in
order to work smarter, not harder. Professional exams are highly time pressured,
both for the student and the marker. Good exam technique is a priority. This book
will help you get all the marks you deserve, and perhaps a few you don't! * Get the
most out of your study time, and maximum marks at exam time - this books shows
you how to work smarter, not harder * Written by a CIMA Examiner and Tutor, this
study buddy shows you exactly what the examiner is looking for * Illustrations,
mind-maps and cartoons cool your nerves and show you how to plan and write
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your answer succinctly and successfully

Cima P2 Advanced Management Accounting Study Text
CIMA Exam Practice Kits consolidate learning by providing an extensive bank of
practice questions. Each solution provides an in depth analysis of the correct
answer and highlights why the alternatives are incorrect. CIMA Exam Practice Kits
are ideal for students studying independently or attending a tutored revision
course. It supplements the Official CIMA Learning Systems and CIMA Revision
Cards with a wealth of additional questions and material focused purely on
applying what has been learnt to passing the exam. CIMA Exam Practice Kits help
students prepare with confidence for exam day, and to pass first time. * Helps
CIMA students to prepare and pass the new syllabus first time * The only practice
material endorsed by CIMA * Provides worked answers to fully explain the correct
answer, and analysis of incorrect answers - helping CIMA students avoid common
pitfalls

CIMA Exam Practice Kit Management Accounting Performance
Evaluation Paper
No further information has been provided for this title.

Systems and Project Management November 2003 Exam Q&As
Testimonials of Astranti Courses, Study Texts and Mock Exams: "Very targeted to
the exam and very professional, is every bit as good as attending a class room
tuition or revision course." James Glackin "All in all it's the best thing I came across
during my CIMA studies. I don't know any better way to help yourself to pass these
tough exams." Grzegorz Narozanski "Just wanted to let you know that I passed all 3
exams using the textbook and your mock exams which I found really helpful,
thanks!" Nneoma Nwaogu "I would also like to extend my great gratitude for such
a wonderful study text; they made my understanding of CIMA P1 much easier.
Once more thank you very much to the Team." Mthuthuzeli September "I received
the fantastic news this morning that I have finally passed T4!! Many thanks for
your support and advice in the lead up to the exam, I am certain that without the
really important tips on exam strategy you provided I would not have passed.
Many thanks again!" Babak Fardaghaie "So I managed a 76% pass for E2 using
your notes. They are very well structured and easy to use. Thank you so very
much." Amanda Vakalisa "The Astranti method of teaching is systematic and easy
to follow. I gained a lot of knowledge and regret not enrolling with Astranti for my
earlier CIMA exams. After the course I was confident about my preparation. I would
recommend the course to everyone sitting the T4b exam especially the MARKED
mocks. Its the section by section detailed feedback from tutors that helps to
improve and gain confidence." Gunjan Nagpal "I have cleared all 3 strategic level
papers in my first attempt. I used the Astranti learning material during my final
revision. They were short, precise and saved a great amount of time which made
all the difference for me in the exam. Thank you very much." Raj The Astranti
Study Texts The Astranti Study Texts have been used by thousands of CIMA
Students in preparation for their management accountancy exams. They cover the
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entire CIMA syllabus for the 2015 exams and onwards and have been carefully
written to be concise and easy to read but detailed enough to clearly guide you
through the topics you must know in order to pass the exams. What are you
waiting for? Download the sample of the book to see one for yourself. Prepared by
our expert team of professional writers the study texts feature: Full Syllabus
Coverage Clear and simple explanations for ease of understanding Carefully
worked step-by-step examples Condensed and focused on likely exam content
Linked with our chapter-by-chapter revision questions available to purchase on
Astranti.com Go to www.astranti.com to find out more about related CIMA videos,
courses and mocks exams.

Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to
Advance Climate Change Adaptation
BPP Learning Media provides comprehensive materials that highlight the areas to
focus on for your exams and complement the syllabus to increase your
understanding.

CIMA Official Learning System Test of Professional Competence
in Management Accounting
Examiners, lecturers and students know that practice is vital to exam success, so
why not test your knowledge with these useful books? * Only publication to include
the examiner's suggested answers * Will provide a helpful guide to both students
and lecturers in preparing for examinations * Allows students to practice answering
exam questions plus gives invaluable help in exam technique

Financial Management
Testimonials of Astranti Courses, Study Texts and Mock Exams: "Very targeted to
the exam and very professional, is every bit as good as attending a class room
tuition or revision course." James Glackin "All in all it's the best thing I came across
during my CIMA studies. I don't know any better way to help yourself to pass these
tough exams." Grzegorz Narozanski "Just wanted to let you know that I passed all 3
exams using the textbook and your mock exams which I found really helpful,
thanks!" Nneoma Nwaogu "I would also like to extend my great gratitude for such
a wonderful study text; they made my understanding of CIMA P1 much easier.
Once more thank you very much to the Team." Mthuthuzeli September "I received
the fantastic news this morning that I have finally passed T4!! Many thanks for
your support and advice in the lead up to the exam, I am certain that without the
really important tips on exam strategy you provided I would not have passed.
Many thanks again!" Babak Fardaghaie "So I managed a 76% pass for E2 using
your notes. They are very well structured and easy to use. Thank you so very
much." Amanda Vakalisa "The Astranti method of teaching is systematic and easy
to follow. I gained a lot of knowledge and regret not enrolling with Astranti for my
earlier CIMA exams. After the course I was confident about my preparation. I would
recommend the course to everyone sitting the T4b exam especially the MARKED
mocks. Its the section by section detailed feedback from tutors that helps to
improve and gain confidence." Gunjan Nagpal "I have cleared all 3 strategic level
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papers in my first attempt. I used the Astranti learning material during my final
revision. They were short, precise and saved a great amount of time which made
all the difference for me in the exam. Thank you very much." Raj The Astranti
Study Texts The Astranti Study Texts have been used by thousands of CIMA
Students in preparation for their management accountancy exams. They cover the
entire CIMA syllabus for the 2015 exams and onwards and have been carefully
written to be concise and easy to read but detailed enough to clearly guide you
through the topics you must know in order to pass the exams. What are you
waiting for? Download the sample of the book to see one for yourself. Prepared by
our expert team of professional writers the study texts feature: Full Syllabus
Coverage Clear and simple explanations for ease of understanding Carefully
worked step-by-step examples Condensed and focused on likely exam content
Linked with our chapter-by-chapter revision questions available to purchase on
Astranti.com Go to www.astranti.com to find out more about related CIMA videos,
courses and mocks exams.

Management and Cost Accounting
With a strong international focus, this text covers established and contemporary
issues within management and cost accounting. Drawing on the latest research
and surveys, the authors bring technical and theoretical concepts to life through
extensive use of real world examples and case studies.

CIMA Official Exam Practice Kit P3 - Performance Strategy
Management Accounting Fundamentals May 2003 Exam
Questions and Answers
Cima Paper 13 - Stage 4
Testimonials of Astranti Courses, Study Texts and Mock Exams: "Very targeted to
the exam and very professional, is every bit as good as attending a class room
tuition or revision course." James Glackin "All in all it's the best thing I came across
during my CIMA studies. I don't know any better way to help yourself to pass these
tough exams." Grzegorz Narozanski "Just wanted to let you know that I passed all 3
exams using the textbook and your mock exams which I found really helpful,
thanks!" Nneoma Nwaogu "I would also like to extend my great gratitude for such
a wonderful study text; they made my understanding of CIMA P1 much easier.
Once more thank you very much to the Team." Mthuthuzeli September "I received
the fantastic news this morning that I have finally passed T4!! Many thanks for
your support and advice in the lead up to the exam, I am certain that without the
really important tips on exam strategy you provided I would not have passed.
Many thanks again!" Babak Fardaghaie "So I managed a 76% pass for E2 using
your notes. They are very well structured and easy to use. Thank you so very
much." Amanda Vakalisa "The Astranti method of teaching is systematic and easy
to follow. I gained a lot of knowledge and regret not enrolling with Astranti for my
earlier CIMA exams. After the course I was confident about my preparation. I would
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recommend the course to everyone sitting the T4b exam especially the MARKED
mocks. Its the section by section detailed feedback from tutors that helps to
improve and gain confidence." Gunjan Nagpal "I have cleared all 3 strategic level
papers in my first attempt. I used the Astranti learning material during my final
revision. They were short, precise and saved a great amount of time which made
all the difference for me in the exam. Thank you very much." Raj The Astranti
Study Texts The Astranti Study Texts have been used by thousands of CIMA
Students in preparation for their management accountancy exams. They cover the
entire CIMA syllabus for the 2015 exams and onwards and have been carefully
written to be concise and easy to read but detailed enough to clearly guide you
through the topics you must know in order to pass the exams. What are you
waiting for? Download the sample of the book to see one for yourself. Prepared by
our expert team of professional writers the study texts feature: Full Syllabus
Coverage Clear and simple explanations for ease of understanding Carefully
worked step-by-step examples Condensed and focused on likely exam content
Linked with our chapter-by-chapter revision questions available to purchase on
Astranti.com Go to www.astranti.com to find out more about related CIMA videos,
courses and mocks exams.

CIMA Exam Practice Kit Management Accounting Financial
Strategy
BPP Learning Media provides comprehensive materials that highlight the areas to
focus on for your exams and complement the syllabus to increase your
understanding.

CIMA P1 Management Accounting
Testimonials of Astranti Courses, Study Texts and Mock Exams: "Very targeted to
the exam and very professional, is every bit as good as attending a class room
tuition or revision course." James Glackin "All in all it's the best thing I came across
during my CIMA studies. I don't know any better way to help yourself to pass these
tough exams." Grzegorz Narozanski "Just wanted to let you know that I passed all 3
exams using the textbook and your mock exams which I found really helpful,
thanks!" Nneoma Nwaogu "I would also like to extend my great gratitude for such
a wonderful study text; they made my understanding of CIMA P1 much easier.
Once more thank you very much to the Team." Mthuthuzeli September "I received
the fantastic news this morning that I have finally passed T4!! Many thanks for
your support and advice in the lead up to the exam, I am certain that without the
really important tips on exam strategy you provided I would not have passed.
Many thanks again!" Babak Fardaghaie "So I managed a 76% pass for E2 using
your notes. They are very well structured and easy to use. Thank you so very
much." Amanda Vakalisa "The Astranti method of teaching is systematic and easy
to follow. I gained a lot of knowledge and regret not enrolling with Astranti for my
earlier CIMA exams. After the course I was confident about my preparation. I would
recommend the course to everyone sitting the T4b exam especially the MARKED
mocks. Its the section by section detailed feedback from tutors that helps to
improve and gain confidence." Gunjan Nagpal "I have cleared all 3 strategic level
papers in my first attempt. I used the Astranti learning material during my final
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revision. They were short, precise and saved a great amount of time which made
all the difference for me in the exam. Thank you very much." Raj The Astranti
Study Texts The Astranti Study Texts have been used by thousands of CIMA
Students in preparation for their management accountancy exams. They cover the
entire CIMA syllabus for the 2015 exams and onwards and have been carefully
written to be concise and easy to read but detailed enough to clearly guide you
through the topics you must know in order to pass the exams. What are you
waiting for? Download the sample of the book to see one for yourself. Prepared by
our expert team of professional writers the study texts feature: Full Syllabus
Coverage Clear and simple explanations for ease of understanding Carefully
worked step-by-step examples Condensed and focused on likely exam content
Linked with our chapter-by-chapter revision questions available to purchase on
Astranti.com Go to www.astranti.com to find out more about related CIMA videos,
courses and mocks exams.

TOPCIMA Paper T4 TEST OF PROFESSIONAL COMPETENCE IN
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING Study Text for 2011-2012
HELPING YOU PREPARE WITH CONFIDENCE, AVOID PITFALLS AND PASS FIRST TIME
CIMA's Exam Practice Kits contain a wealth of practice exam questions and
answers, focusing purely on applying what has been learned to pass the exam.
Fully updated to meet the demands of the new 2010 syllabus, the range of
questions covers every aspect of the course to prepare you for any exam scenario.
Each solution provides an in-depth analysis of the correct answer to give a full
understanding of the assessments and valuable insight on how to score top marks.
- The only exam practice kits to be officially endorsed by CIMA - Written by leading
CIMA examiners, markers and tutors – a source you can trust - Maps to CIMA's
Learning Systems and CIMA's Learning Outcomes to enable you to study efficiently
- Exam level questions with type and weightings matching the format of the exam Fully worked model answers to facilitate learning and compare against your own
practice answers - Includes summaries of key theory to strengthen understanding

Parliamentary Papers
The third edition of CIMA's Official "Study Systems" are now available to purchase!!
With key sections of the 2003 "Study Systems" being written by the examiners,
each text provides a solid foundation and fully reflects what could be tested in the
exam. Updated to incorporate legislative and syllabus changes, the third edition
"Study Systems" also address the new and increasingly popular 'objective
questioning' exam format, preparing students and helping them to pass the May
and November 2003 exams. The revised edition maintains the popular loose-leaf
format and will still contain topic summaries and relevant articles. Past papers and
solutions including the May 2002 Exam Q&As have also been incorporated. CIMA
"Study Systems" - the ONLY text that examiners recommend as CORE READING for
every subject. * CIMA's official study systems are the only study materials
endorsed by the examiners * Written by examiners for the most accurate, up-todate guidance towards exam success * Clear syllabus outline, extensive question
practice and full solutions for complete exam preparation
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Cima
CIMA F3 Financial Strategy Study Text
The 2006 edition of CIMA's Official Study Systems are published by Elsevier on
behalf of CIMA. Key sections of the 2006 Study Systems are again written by
examiners so each text fully reflects what could be tested in the exam. * The
official study systems are the only study materials endorsed by CIMA * Key
sections written by examiners for the most accurate, up-to-date guidance towards
exam success * Complete integrated package incorporating syllabus guidance, full
text, recommended articles, revision guides and extensive question practice

British Book News
The 2006 edition of CIMA's Official Study Systems have been fully updated to
reflect any changes in the syllabus. Key sections of the 2006 Study Systems are
again written by examiners so each text fully reflects what could be tested in the
exam. Updated to incorporate legislative and syllabus changes, the 2006 Study
Systems provide complete study material for the May and November 2005 exams.
The new edition maintains the popular loose-leaf format and contains: * practice
questions throughout * complete revision section * topic summaries *
recommended reading articles from a range of journals * May 2005 Q & A's * The
official study systems are the only study materials endorsed by CIMA * Updated to
reflect changhes in the syllabus with key sections written by examiners * Complete
integrated package incorporating syllabus guidance, full text, recommended
articles, revision guides and extensive question practice

Management Accounting Case Study
This Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Special Report (IPCC-SREX)
explores the challenge of understanding and managing the risks of climate
extremes to advance climate change adaptation. Extreme weather and climate
events, interacting with exposed and vulnerable human and natural systems, can
lead to disasters. Changes in the frequency and severity of the physical events
affect disaster risk, but so do the spatially diverse and temporally dynamic
patterns of exposure and vulnerability. Some types of extreme weather and
climate events have increased in frequency or magnitude, but populations and
assets at risk have also increased, with consequences for disaster risk.
Opportunities for managing risks of weather- and climate-related disasters exist or
can be developed at any scale, local to international. Prepared following strict IPCC
procedures, SREX is an invaluable assessment for anyone interested in climate
extremes, environmental disasters and adaptation to climate change, including
policymakers, the private sector and academic researchers.

The Golden Horn
This is a story of a man's greed, and the ends to which he will go to achieve his
goals, including murder, rape and kidnapping.When a family, removed from their
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farm in Zimbabwe by the land reforms, set out to start a deep-sea game fishing
business in Mozambique they have no idea what they are letting themselves in for.
By chance they are caught up in the diamond dealings, elephant and rhino
poaching operations run by a notoriously ruthless individual, Jan Van Zyl. Their
involvement leads to a series of exciting and dangerous adventures, as they chase
across Africa and the Indian Ocean islands in their endeavour to help bring the
man to justice.
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
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